
Mr, Quinlan J. Shea, Direetor 	 76211 Old Receiver Road FOIA/ PA ApNals 	 7/20/79 Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20530 
Dear lYir. Shea, 

This relates to my appeals on all subjects and asses and to whether or note 0fore 0i& after appeal, there were searches in good faith and with due diligence. Thereis  more pertinence to my PA requests and appeals and to matters involved in C.A. 75.4996, ,:::wtich also, in the surveillance Item, overlaps with the PA requests. 
Yesterday I received copies of the Bantam edition of the Report of the Home:46ms syeam63 nations committee and of the immis* notice for the FBI Central Records System as,it 

r , .appeared in the Fedora], Register of Septomber 218, 1975. (Pages 44683 — 94.) I am disap- 
. 

,pointed that you did not provde me with a copy of the latter so that ± might be 'ef more assistance to you. I slimmed parts of the report and itu table of contents because; of a or press inquiry. This inquiry relates to JFK assassination matters and to t110'1? ry disclosure of its symbolled informants' identifications, which could nOcbe 
re directly opposed to its affirmations in my cases in court. 

In what follows it will be clear, as my previous appeals informed you, thoidG 
4BX did not provide all relevant records relating to alleged Mafia connection with the .7aeSassinatiane of the i'resident and of Dr. 	particularly but not exclusively with ,--regard to Carloe Marcello and associates. A reporter read me copies of FBI information 

d by the House cormattee and not disclosed to me before or after appeal. WithTestard, ,:this information and in particular with regard to symbolled informers,I remind you beAtan t ray apdOalo are quite specific in nature, Idela with the FBI in 1976 and thereafter ere continued to you and are at least to a degree to flected in the Civil:Division con-
tanpy memo a copy of which I provided to you in amplification of my appeals. l'aleo 
d you that when you testified in C.A. '15-1996, despite the.4ingth and detailief the enformation 1  provided, you were totally silent on thiu and related matters. 
You should recall that I agree on the need to protect the identifications c.iactual 

`Symbollod informew and when 'I first noticed name and other disclosures, include symbols 
filo identifie4tions, I notified the FBI about the name disolosures and after the 

.judge ilivolved you in C.A. 75-1996 I informed you so that the names could be removed 
;'rpm the readintr.room copies of the records provided to me. 

You should also recall that I stated that in some cases it became clear that Va4se Zvere not accidental disclosures but were for obvious politih and entirely improper, A purposes as also they proved the falsity of affidavits filed by the Department for the PBIe 
When this became a matter without any reasonable doubt1  I provided an affidavit to; the 
oust in which I stated that this was an intended and successful CointeLproing of the 

House committee, the Court and me. I believe I provided you with'either the exhibits or 
,-kths affidavit or both so you could perceive this on your own. 

• 
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From 1976 until now 1  have not received a single replacement record. There.hes 
been no response to my appeals. In some cases I also provided copies of FBI records 
that also left without any doubt that there were political purposes in these dieolosures, 

-`4e. along with explanations for non-suliect experts. 
Tho closest thing to what might be regarded as any kind of response was the falsely 

	

. 	, sworn Beckwith affidavit of more than a year ago. When the Court expressed dt* eatiefaction 
sherply aftDr my considerabbjunderstated informing of the Court no other affidavit 
was provided and the several thick volumes of records provided to a later rdquester 
relating to one of the false. swearings has still not been provided to me.0.0114t.7240b4,6/i4i, 

This is one of the many subj,?ets of improper withholding from me that I aPmealed 
ti:r time and again and now is:used in the assassins committee report. 

•, 	, There are others I appealed that I .do not see in the table of contents bui0)ave 
eAleen disclosed.. bythe committee in other publications. One relates to i'lerjorielletters, 
eWhere my appeal had the additional purpose of protecting the reputation of another: •,;• 
,;;woman whose reputation was endangered by the withholding that made for ambiguity's'. 
Ile. Fetters was a symbolled informer. Another woman, not an informer but again with 
the privacy of a second woman involved, Mrs. C4fre Keating, ie the subject o6inOther 
4totally ignored appeal that is about three years old. efe 

Because of the great extent of these absuees and misrepresentations,to the Cour-4 
cannot go into all of them. Instead, I note some from the table of contents of the 

oh,/ Import.' Its finding relating to the King assassinatefare under II. B deletes to what 
helcommittee describes as evidence of Ray's guilt. This is one of the Items of my 

	

gnored 1969 requests. Unddr B 1. is The FBI investigation. The report leaves 	beyond 
oust that all relevant glq, records were not provided. "Transactional analysis" under 
• (a) and "The prospectO of financial reware3. (c), includerinformation I. wes,denied 
after appeal. 

"General indications of conspiracy" is 4. I believe there remain withholdings but 
sanest now provideliiir;pecifications, Imer "Evidence of a conspiracy in St, 44ouis" is 
6, with (a) the Byers allegation, my appeal on which you have ignored, (This should 
Also involve FBI records relating to the alleged co-conspirators Kauffmann and Suther-

:land Taut again I cannot now provide specifics. I believe but am notcertekin that I saw 
.excised references to this matter under the city of Imperial.)' 

The committee diZrqbsion into the irrelevant, which represents the CointeXProinico  
...F1)racketed with withholdings from me that prevented or inhibited my contemperaneSns 

exposing of the abuse of the truelt of the people and min leading of the committee, which 
. then converted it into the irrelevant face-saving of the debnnking, is under C 

• 
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I have ekimmedeome parts of the items of text relating to those who foleele' am limiting myself to specific* pppeals from withlebiding I'm certain I provid 	Theeieeee re Lee art  :axe other such instances not in the report) 
J.B. Stoner, who 	also leeeenallek in the surveillance Items I asked lcirl*eee other relevant records not provided, including Memphis reporting of what that,egpe eredid with nasty and untruthful information relating to me sent to it by FBIlle 

fet to provide to unidentified Tennessee officials who 1  believe include at leageeaefee Citizen band radio broadcast: I appealed withholdings and was ignored.  
Herman Thompson: my appeal included the withholding of such enformatiarleate 

'phone number I informed you I had picked up on the notes made by former SieArteii 
Ray's first counsel, after he had been given access to FBI records. Igoe' 
John MoPerren (who overlaps into William.eertoA: I appealed the withhol 
s records of which I knew and withholding from within the records proii 

ustified,withhelding of what was within the public domain aed made for a 
bile record.' 

William S 	r, who has been dead for some years I provided his name wkawii  'withheld because information in the public domain made identification of him'eatmlip aed I provided other withheld names for the same reason. I was totally aoourat 
told youiSartor's former wife gave me what she had of his natee and manuscri 

Raul. Esquivel: I provided copies of public domain information that had 
ld. This also was ignored and remains withheld. So also does other informati 

e4 which is (mieased in the report. I provided you with records or quotati 
ords establishing that withheld records exist. Thqxeport cites them. 
Jules Rioco Kimble: I am uncertain but believe I did appeal and told' you 4110 ei  w of him frau this dubious involvement in the Garrison fiaseerlerhaps a Pie 

o is involved. 

Raney Resenson: I am certain in part, uncertain in part, but I did appeal 
withholdidg of copies of some of what was in tay's possession when he was arrest! 

icularly the contents of his wallet (in part) and a card relating to• ROmeeee.. 
wording to statements made by Ray and his brother Jerey at gmastime 1973k WiltQA ehould have bean the separate subject of FIJI inquire5,)404-  &beide/. 	

a. Claude and Leon Powell: I did appeal withholdings and beliete I reminded yo 
the consequences After one of the brothers found himself charged with contempt." 

Byron Watson: here tho appealed withholdings include CRD records, appeal-444 
Very early in C.A. 75-1996 and again this was a matter of extensive disinformsti 

4sativity and cost to the Government because I was inhibited in may ability to 
Morris Davie is a Birmingham informer turned over to the , assassine committ4, 

earned him over to dark Lane,' one of tho earlier indications of Cointelproing 
4.neluded in appeals of withholdings and in uncontested affidavits' 
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Clifton Baird is a case of which I was able to do something but not enough because 
,14 r 	all information was not provided. I of the assassins off the backs of many keouisville 

policemen over hisfabrications by giving copies of what I did get because the na had 
Its own interost4I was able to serve and did, exculpating the FBI. Baird's charges 

'''Were obvious fabrications. However, I was also defameiwith immunity in the ConFesatonal 
,!"Beoord as this was misused by the coredttee to get itself extended. 

William Somersott: In addition to my earlier request relating also to J.A. 	tee; 
X appealed withholdings, inauding of public domain information I had published Tears 
'slier. This matter is one of those sworn to falsely by SA Beckwith. I displar646 
several volumes of the records, which are not all, made available to a later remapater. 

has been provided since I informed the, Court and the Department as I haCtn. 
ormed the FBI, without discouraging its subsequent false swearing. 

Myron Billet, who was in Columbue Ohio, deupife the report listing this** 
ew York conspiracy. I provided even mown= iteraspapor stories to e 
hat the FBI was withholding the public domain, to no avail. Three years hal/4110W 

*.thout my receiving any additional or replacement copies of records. 
There are others not in the table of contents. In skimming I notice the 

Aldney Barnes. You should remember the appeal from withholdings of which thia'v, 
by your means, of identifying records (not ;,fig-  provided) from my description of,  

esworth's crazy mother." The crazy stuck in your mind and enabled you to makes 
dentification when I forgot her Hungarian name. 

Among the withholdings from the records provided are some relating to -wammascs,  
nd and the late Katy's associate Thomas Tarrants, who I believe was also as000iated 
Stoner. Tarrants, also known as Tats, was included in that appeal. ,.his wao:port 

records mating to threats against Dr. King. Tarrants' exploits includeC 
red attempted bombing in Meridian Niss., in which Kathy was killed. ;texas 
bject of great oebarrasament to the FAI, which took about $30,000 from a private 
to bribe informants. You will find that all I  told you abgnt.this is accurate. A bb eve I told:you I'd mot the man who provided the money, In any` iiii event, the nays 

stone wall  did not move for three years, until today. I received the attLichod:letter 
offering me a partial release relating to Tarrantl, saying nothing about the remaining 

cords, and asking; advance payment. ill yip e4,1 1,1 40A 4 ki C 7574 f te, a hi fibir4 flw wAr he  ho c doepeio 
Really, do you think this case will over end if the FBI takes three years toaot 
one of the few apl,oals on which there has been any action? And then billing:Mkand 
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,!"Beoord as this was misused by the coudttee to get itself extended. 
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'slier. This matter is one of those sworn to falsely by SA. Beckwith. I displarek 
several volumes of the records, which are not all, made available to a later reins ter. 

has been provided since I informed the, Court and the Department as I hafstn... 
ermed the FBI, without discouraging its subsequent false swearing. 

Myron Billet, who was in Columbus Ohio, deepife the report listing this** 
ew York conspiracy. I provided even =arm= itewspapor stories to e 
hat the FBI was withholding the public domain, to no avail. Three years have IOW 
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nd even if the obetreetionists who build those stone walls treated this as a 
new request, whicilit was not, how many requests do they have that old? 

This is anything but a complete itemization of improper withholdings reflecting 
also knowingly inadequate searo1 and rank discrimination, in which the FBI gave the 
netorioue

/4  
irresponeible assassinations committee and its staff, which ranged from those A 

of prior relationship with the FBI to farout conspiracy theorists, what it withheld from 
'me and continued to withhold from me after I provided proof of the impribpriety of the 
e.WithholcLing and appealed. 

Becauee of the clear misconstruction of the actual moaning of your testimony, 
Which was largely of generalities, I emphasize that all this was appealed prior to your 	t4$ ees  testimony, that you made no reference to any of it in your testimony and prior to or 
since then have done nothing about any of it.,  

I am quite, ronfident that, with regard to each and every one of these matters and 

"41111;;;IA/  most if not all the: aane4 others 11116111111111110.11"4"- Mulies. given this 	official misuse)  
provided detailed and accurate information, which is not normally required of a requests 

44nrequontly I receive a letter that is subject to miseonstriction or is not accurate and 
I am required to take more time to make response but the records themselves re0014 
eithheld, the required searches remain unmade and the appeals are for all praotioal 

thiS 
purposes ignored. 11111a1 my viewA  is more 	g4vous because of the burden idaposed 
c)Wmy by the consultancy in* which I also went into considerable detail regarding some 
of These matter20 and although that was= the Department it also totally ignored that.' 
*oept forms refusing to pay me and not repaying the costs it authorized) 

:You were involved in these matters by the* %uxt with the expectation thatlronwould 
work ̀them out. Your testimony served to mislead the 0ourt with regard td this -440.0 and 
I was not permitted to cross-examine and on the Department'spotion was additiona* 
loreclosed, by being denied the most recent means by which I Sought to provis4Ottmarly 
Bubjeft to cross-examination, deposition. 

*hen with this one considers the totality of non-response to so many appeals and 
they are so very; old, including those made contemporaneously as IreOdired:and read 
records going back to 1976, and then notes this long overdue and' p4,41.0t00...4madequate 
Tarr ants business, I am serious in asking if the Bepartment ints4defor:.this case never 
to end except by non-compliance it seeks by every means possibfe to perpetuate.-, 

We have had meetings on this. I have always been available for them and fa4legny 
other help asked of mo. I have had no complaints about the help I have providedou 
did not keep the dates we made for the most recent of these meetings and did not toll 
MB you would have to delay the last one planned, of several weeks ago.,I remind you 

still again that those are historical cases and that my role in thedhas beconis primarily 
a public and public-service role. Under any circumstances the record I cite shOuld be 
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etc enti 
unprecedented. Under 'dce circumstances I regard it asAincrediblerparthetOwn  

because of the naturf, of what the Department undertook to load the Court tebeliiVs: 
What has 	 court  load 	into believing-that /, 

am somehow unreasonable, what has it not done not to comply; and how much less coy, 14 you 
have done about all those appeals? 

Among the other Items of my request not complied with, again the surveil l 	ft 
Ray is included. The report has a section on that. 

' 	There is also the matter of files not searched. Uwe also my specifioatiehi,,are 
fled- 

detaileclea I can now show more than I have Were precisely accurate. The re004/10,0 
Uncontradicted: the FbI lied about this repeatedly)  and with 0140 involved id, 

Youeaction was limited to the Long tickler, which was Gutted after my rogues 
coy, 

 
appeals and after I was 114 to about these matters. What 'I was provided 

explanation of this, what I regard as contemptuous also, and no report of air, 

,to determine if any other copies remain or if that very important record co 
n#0144din ,reconstituted. Even as gutted itbeld many relevant records not provided e 	1.110Pt 

,records relating to me and the surveillance Item relating to which no records 
bans since been provided. You have done nothing about me fileltunder bank robberi 

A 
my appeal for the remaining and still withheld records. Itr appeal included 

',men $ that this had to be the result of some form of telephone purveillanod4 
ye been provided after more than a hnlf  year4 

(During all thAse long delays, of course, the House rise sins had =60 
opportunity to praise the FBI for its investigations of bOth:CriMes and ware: 
to doing so.) 

20ne of the more, recent proofs I snot yoL!)of deliberate refusal to beardbwpown 
existing files of unquestionable relevance to my request$is proof that ttiaorarizotte 
sions have ';t16.eir own filing systems and personnel, 	matter about which 

lied to mze when I pointedly asked for searches in those files in these histo 
'hus the destruction of tits Long tickler and who can imagine what else by now #''„ 

That the Divisiors have :Tecial files and other relevdant records not p 	and 
e • le 

:§rAj,*974,441) gb4V that there are indices not searched Amallimmowitl* 

4101 only some of what is relevant and is proof of deliberate non,-oolipliancs s 	berate 

refusal to made good—faith searches that are in the above,citeaiggii noti 

'lbw you did not find any of this relevant in your teat 	I do not 

pander P014 I can request only existing records 

What follows may not be complete. It is in order of appearance in the no et  
bee:mina  pn page 44607. /71-//21-.1 s griv-ii,cr f3 •A f  L.otil A 'Kt he 	gait  r  Wert 	rvisi wt rt Tie 

"Du4ioate records and records which extract information... are also kept ...the 

various divisions of the FBI 	lists of individuals ... needs ...to balm 0000Mate 

: 124i 	access..." There also is "devivaCive" information in the divisions. 
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. 	In connection with this and other relevant matters I remind ou that in. ,..-:  
:., -[-.- gutted form and with e.,.tensive withholdings I found in the 1,ong'tickler4m:=10:6 '.'H  tli•Je' - 	. 	, 	 - -•=4*'''.'.,. 1: .4,any nuniaN records provided.. And I repeatedly asked for amok eearonee0 ,J,..  tii.,'..t ,,„;."::•, 
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ices not searehedo, While I have 	Ofay of knowi40, 	
. 4,.= ..,..,  

,..,00ntain and am not insisting that all should have been soaroheApthose I not,  

	

appear to me to be indices that should have been searched, 	good faith • 
Illigence, under PA request and the court cases' 
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-7r, • - 
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"Routine uses" of records begins on page 44693. I quote relevant passage 
" at4 

dissem.i.sato information as a direct result of a name check reqUesii,' 

"...public source information is distributed on a continuing basis..." Not;.A0,,iMe; 

'not even in IIIMMINMS. C A • 75-1996 or when I asked for an FBI press 

-have records of its donial,to others, including unlika4lemento of the mediat, 

"Policies and practises for storing, retrieving.. 
e 	

"...computer tape and microfilm..." I have not receive./ eingle such. 	• 	 • 

part of a record and have not been told that any such searohes were madeo' 

"The FBI General Index ...cards are on all manners of subject* matte 
I 	 s•' 	,.„ 

had been denied repeated]s* and undr oath, by the FBI including in O.A. 75..4101.: 

.-: • "All agencies arc required to retain any material made or received  

	

. 	. .., 
7,s4ePPropriate fer preservation.". How about the Long and other tioklers? 
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Otherseiht feelteuphorio over so many redundant proesof bad faith 	0 

ishonesties, especially with regard to matters before a oourt or law, but.t.  
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lit means that what, I have been providing has been aecurate and everyone on .  
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to :perpetuate what 1 regard as endangering society and warming a lack of f 	 N - : 
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I would like to 	abl,: to rewrite this and have my wife retype it but 

• 

-'4do not have the time. I'm sorry - particularly because I regard ,these as imporkan - , 
:Matters. It is unfortunato that I received the report and the pages from :the 

04.4ter at a time whoa my head is less clear, I am more unate00, and thel4 

•, 	causes for apprehension over my condition. I'm afraid this is reflecteddAw 

7.'written. I apologize l'or the extra time it may take to road andunderstand,.1 

thing is unclear please send me marked copies and I'll undertaketo clarifY* 

, tide any explanations you way want. 

, Having reread this, although there might be more I could add, I want to 

lihat I have said quite often -:let me put 'this another way. Ir:,bolieve that In 

" what this shows there is no ;question liMMIMmimil,  about thel4d,faith of the 

arepresentation to the Court:that there could 'and would be.'640mp1,ience frW 

	 PMURKIN" only Don't talcs my word, for it - just read tie , Items of 

is obvious, as from tho first I informed the Qourt and Government counseliii 
a 

OMplianoo from MURKIN records only is iMpossibles If the dedeptionoriginate 

tend if the Department somehow lacked any knowledge of any.'ni filing syst 

°Aped the 'Court that compliance from 1,IMIKIN was 	 'Department ***, 

Responsibility is not the FBI's only. 

here are a number of files I identified accuratelt' to rot. from recorddk 11,..w  „ , 11,  
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.11hitc4,:441* 4escribed more fully in the keicaja 	it.. I began git'ing y6u. tbiii  , 
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forEl your testimony. There is no doubt of their relevance because,I,ba*-0 

orecords from _them that are relevant. 

Another matter on which I might have taken more time is illustrated by 

the Byron Watson roforence to ORD. By no means ilit is Imowing,pon-com :ie.,  
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any conference must be uadorstood to be conditional. In addition, I will want eSs4rances 

that any future acreelasits will be kept. koreover, it is past time for leach to, 

accompanied by an ap.irwzimtate tilde schedule. 

The eldest WC I remomber side from the uakept agreement to reprocess 

ipmliour records involved in Operation Onslaught)is one under which, after the 

case determination, 1 would receive copies of all the hing political records /040:d 

equestered by Judge Smith. This was in late 1976 or early 1977. To date I hamoAtteei 
only a few pages of the Hoover 0 C records of which I halt received copies',  

from another requester to Whom they had been provided. I provided proofs from 

- n 

 

records 	the providing of copies to atb4rs. At the latest this was by th6104410, 
.;-4.1977. Not only do 1  not have copies of those records - I don't even have am4000A10'. 

edgement of receipt of what I sent. 

This Agreement was worse than worthless because it misled me and my counsel 

There is added point in this noW becaUse I have made more than two file dtawera-
f'Xing records available to a scholar for a scholarly paper to be presented to a 

.00kention of historians. lie needs these records that remain withheld from me, even P 

i494;h they have been processed several times for Congressional committees and should..' 
V been for other requesters of whom I knoW. • 

';;,While I cannot say what I will and will not do until I Can confer with counsel. 
disposition is to take no mor time for trying to reach any agreement t t is not 

9 Opanied with ht0e1ILIAJE la and dopy ndable assurances that yoUr side will keep it, 

1g by an agreed-to time. When a Stipulation is meaningless, I am net optimistic 

about any agree:Mont havini:: my value. 
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